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1. Introduction
In remote sensing applications, the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images constitute a
distinct class. The main particularity of this class is the image radiometry, which is a product
between two signals: the terrain radar reflectivity R and the speckle s. The reflectivity depends
on the terrain nature while the speckle is the consequence of the surface roughness. The speckle
phenomenon is intrinsic to the radar technique. The radar sensor sends a coherent fascicle of
microwaves toward the ground, which is scattered at the contact with the surface. The SAR
antenna receives a non-coherent radiation resulted by the superposition of the reflected
microwaves. These microwaves have random phase because of the surface roughness. The
result is an image with a noisy aspect even in the regions with constant radar reflectivity. An
example is the image in Figure 1, which represents a town surrounded by cultivated fields in
French Guyana.
Although the speckle is carrying information that can be used in a series of applications, there
are many cases where only R is of interest. In these situations, the speckle must be reduced in
order to fully exploit the information in R.
The methods used to extract the reflectivity R from the SAR signal are known under the name
of scene reconstruction filters. Among them, some of the most accurate in reconstruction are the
Bayesian filters. These filters are based on the estimation theory, which has found a fertile
terrain in SAR imagery due to the existing models for speckle. In the next section, we give a
short overview of speckle distribution models in SAR imagery.
The Bayesian filters for speckle reduction were developed first for single SAR images and then
extended to the multi-channel case. Here, the Bayesian filters have gained in efficiency due to
the enhanced statistical diversity of the 3D data. This chapter presents several solutions for the
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particular class of SAR multi-temporal series, which are sets of images of the same scene sensed
at different dates. The rather long delays between acquisitions give the following special
properties to these data: inter-channel speckle independency and radar reflectivity variation
across the channels. The filters for multi-temporal SAR images presented in this chapter are
either existing solutions, which were adapted to the above mentioned properties, or new
approaches designed for the exclusive use on these data.
The multi-temporal SAR data have been used in a series of applications like change detection
or land cover classification. While the majority of developed methods use a spatial speckle
filtering as a pre-processing step [1-8], the recent publications have started reporting the use
of multi-temporal filters [9-12].
Figure 1. Intensity SAR image.
The chapter begins with a brief description of speckle models, continues with the basics of
estimation theory necessary to understand the Bayesian filters, presents some Bayesian filters
for speckle reduction in single channel SAR images and ends with the solutions for speckle
suppression in multi-temporal sets. At the end, we give some conclusions.
2. Speckle models in SAR images
The SAR images are of various types: complex, intensity, amplitude, logarithm, single-look
and multi-looks. At the origin, it is the complex image that undergoes operations like pixels
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modulus calculation (amplitude image), the square of modulus (intensity image), the loga‐
rithm of intensity (logarithm image) or the more complex multi-look processing consisting in
pixels averaging and resampling.
In the complex SAR image, the pixels have complex values. The real part is the in-phase
component of the measured radiation (same phase with the reference radiation of SAR sensor)
and the imaginary part is the quadrature component.
In the case of fully developed speckle, both components have a Gaussian distribution:
P(z1 / R)= 1πR exp(− z12R ) (1)
P(z2 / R)= 1πR exp(− z22R ) (2)
where P  is the probability density function (pdf), z1 is the real part and z2 the imaginary part.
The eq. 1 and 2 show that, in a zone with constant reflectivity, the image pixels are varying
because of speckle. By making R =1, one obtains the speckle pdf in complex SAR images.
The SAR intensity image I  is obtained from the complex image by considering the square of
the modulus:
I = z12 + z22 (3)
Generally, any mathematical operation with random variables (r.v.) changes the r.v. pdf. In
the case of intensity images, the speckle pdf changes into an exponential distribution [13]:
PI (I / R)= 1R exp(− IR )I ≥0 (4)
Fig. 2 shows the distribution in (4) for various values of R. The speckle distribution in SAR
intensity images is obtained for R =1.
The amplitude SAR image is the square root of the intensity image, A= I  In this case, the
speckle has a Rayleigh distribution (Fig. 3):
PA(A / R)= 2AR exp(− A 2R )A≥0 (5)
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Figure 3. Pixel pdf in an amplitude image representing a zone with constant R.
The curves in Fig. 2 and 3 show that, for both intensity and amplitude images, the pixels
variance increases with R. This explains why the speckle, although stationary, appears as
stronger in the light areas. It is, in fact, a consequence of the multiplicative nature of the speckle.
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Figure 2. Pixel pdf in an intensity image representing a zone with constant R.
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The logarithm image is the logarithm of the intensity D = ln(I ). The logarithm image has a
Fisher-Tippet distribution [14]:
PD(D / R)= e
D
R exp(− e DR ) (6)
For various R, the distribution changes its mean but not its variance (Fig. 4). Indeed, since the
logarithm transforms any product into a sum, the speckle in the logarithm SAR image is an
additive stationary noise, which explains the variance constancy.
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Figure 4. Pixel pdf in a logarithm image representing a zone with constant R.
The multi-look images are obtained by averaging, on columns, groups or 3 or 4 pixels. The
resulting image must be interpolated and resampled in order to have the same resolution on
rows and columns. Due to pixels averaging, the multi-look image is less noisy.
Depending on the image at the origin – intensity, amplitude or logarithm-the multi-look image
can be of intensity, amplitude or logarithm type. The multi-look treatment changes the speckle
distribution as follows:
• Gamma distribution in multi-look intensity SAR image [13] (Fig. 5):
PI (I / R)= 1Γ(L ) ( LR )L I L −1exp(− LIR )I ≥0 (7)
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Figure 5. Pixel pdf in a multi-look intensity image representing a zone with constant R
where L  is the number of looks (the number of averaged pixels).
• Generalized Gamma distribution in multi-look amplitude SAR image (Fig. 6):
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Figure 6. Pixel pdf in a multi-look amplitude image representing a zone with constant R.
PA(A)= 2Γ(L ) ( LR )L A 2L −1exp( − L A 2R )A≥0 (8)
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• Fisher-Tippet distribution in multi-look logarithm SAR images [13] (Fig. 7):
PD(D / R)= L LΓ(L ) exp(− L (DR −D))exp(− L exp(− (DR −D))) (9)
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Figure 7. Pixel pdf in a multi-look logarithm image representing a zone with constant R.
where DR = ln(R). As shown in Figures 5-7, in all the types of multi-look images, the speckle
variance is reducing as the number of looks increases. The other side of the coin is the lower
resolution of the resulted image.
Another aspect-important for Bayesian filters which are based on the calculus of estimates-is
the speckle correlation. The speckle becomes a correlated signal at the sensor level that has a
limited band. In estimation, the samples correlation worsens the estimate precision.
3. Basics of estimation theory
The multiplicative model I = R ⋅ s shows that the SAR image radiometry I  can be interpreted
as a random signal having the reflectivity R as parameter. The Estimation Theory provides the
means to estimate this parameter from the image pixels. The starting point in any estimation
is a cost function C(ε) that has as argument the estimation error:
ε = R^ −R (10)
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where R^ is the estimated value of the reflectivity and R its actual value. The cost measures the
penalty introduced by the estimation error. Therefore, it is natural to estimate the reflectivity
under the constraint of minimum cost. Since the cost is itself a random variable that cannot be
known by its particular realizations but by its statistical moments, the condition for the
estimator is to minimize the average cost:
C¯ = ∫∫C(R^ −R)⋅P(R, I )dRdI (11)
where P(R, I ) is the joint pdf of R and I . The expression of R^ is found by solving the equation
C¯ =min.
The cost function can be defined in several ways. The most common ones are the uniform and
the quadratic functions. The uniform cost function is equal to one everywhere, excepting the
origin where it is equal to zero (Fig. 8a) :
C(ε)=1−δ(ε) (12)
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Figure 8. Two cost functions: a) the uniform function, b) The quadratic function.
With this function the penalty is the same disregarding the estimation error. The quadratic
function has a penalty that increases with the estimation error (Fig. 8b):
C(ε)=ε 2 (13)
3.1. Estimators based on the uniform cost function
By introducing (12) in the average cost (11), one obtains the following equation:
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C¯ = ∫∫ 1−δ(R^ −R) P(R, I )dRdI =
= ∫∫P(R, I )dRdI −P(R^, I )=1−P(R^, I ) (14)
which means that, in the case of the uniform cost function, the estimate R^ is the value of the
reflectivity that maximizes P(R^, I ). Since in many cases, P(R^, I ) has not an analytical expres‐
sion or is too complex, it is replaced by P(R, I )= P(R / I )P(I ) and the estimate R^ is:
max(P(R / I ))= P(R^ / I ) (15)
This is the definition of the optimal estimator in the case of the uniform cost function. Since it
is obtained by maximizing an a posteriori pdf, it is known as the Maximum A Posteriori (MAP)
estimator. By using Bayes equation, P(R / I ) can be expressed as a function of P(I / R), a
distribution that is known in SAR imagery:
P(R / I )= P(I / R)P(R)P(I ) (16)
According to (8), maximizing P(R / I ) is equivalent to maximizing P(I / R)P(R) (the reflectivity
does not appear explicitly in P(I )). When the reflectivity pdf P(R) is not known, it can be
considered constant (uniform distribution) and the estimate R^ is obtained by maximizing the
a priori pdf:
max(P(I / R))= P(I / R^) (17)
The equation (9) defines the maximum likelihood estimator of R^, which is suboptimal by respect
to MAP because it ignores the scene reflectivity distribution.
3.2. Estimators based on the quadratic cost function
The quadratic cost function gives an average cost of:
C¯ = ∫∫(R^ −R)2⋅P(R, I )dRdI (18)
The minimization of C¯  is equivalent to solving the equation:
dC¯
d R^ = ∫∫2(R^ −R)⋅P(R, I )dRdI =
= ∫P(I ) ∫2(R^ −R)P(R / I )dR dI =0 (19)
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that gives the solution for the estimator R^ :
R^ = ∫R ⋅P(R / I )dR = E R / I (20)
The equation (20) shows that the optimal estimator, in the case of the quadratic cost function,
is the conditional mean of the reflectivity. It can be derived from the SAR image radiometry if
the a posteriori distribution P(R / I ) is known. When P(R / I ) is not known, a suboptimal
estimate can be obtained by considering this distribution constant (uniform) and by using a
linear estimate:
R^ =ai + b (21)
The coefficients a and b are obtained by minimizing the average cost, which in this particular
case is:
C¯ = ∫∫(R^ −R)2dRdI (22)
4. Bayesian filters for single channel SAR images
4.1. Filters based on the quadratic cost function
a. Kuan Filter
The filter of Kuan is a linear estimator (21), based on the quadratic cost function. It is suboptimal
because the a posteriori distribution P(R / I ) is considered uniform as in (22). Other simplifying
hypotheses used in deriving this filter are the speckle and the radar reflectivity whiteness,
which is not realistic in none of the cases. These hypotheses worsen the estimator quality but
simplify a lot its analytical expression.
The filter of Kuan estimates the radar reflectivity by [15]:
R^(x, y)=k ⋅ I (x, y) + (1−k )⋅ I¯ (23)
where I (x, y) is the current pixel, I¯  is the average radiometry in a window centered on I (x, y)
and k  is a coefficient estimated in the same window. It is given by:
k = 1−cs
2 / cI2
1 + cs2
(24)
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where cs and cI  are the speckle and the image coefficients of variation. The coefficient of
variation is the ratio between the signal standard deviation and mean. For the speckle, it is
known (it depends on SAR image type) and for the image, it is estimated locally.
The filter smoothes the image (R^(x, y)= I¯ ) in the areas with constant reflectivity and favors the
current pixel I (x, y) on textured zones or edges. Figure 9 shows the result of filtering the SAR
image in Figure 10, by Kuan filter. The coefficient of variation and the average intensity was
estimated in a 9x9 neighborhood of the current pixel.
Figure 9. Scene reconstructed by Kuan filter with 9x9 neighborhoods.
b. Lee filter
The filter of Lee is of the same class as the filter of Kuan i.e., it is linear, based on the quadratic
cost function and ignores the a posteriori distribution P(R / I ). The same hypotheses are
considered: white speckle, white radar reflectivity and independence between speckle and
reflectivity. The difference consists in the way it is derived. Being originally developed for
additional noise, the speckle is first transformed into an additive noise by using the following
approximation:
I (x, y)≈A⋅R(x, y) + B ⋅ s(x, y) + C (25)
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where A= s¯, B = R¯, C = − R¯ ⋅ s¯ (the coefficients are determined from the conditions to have an
unbiased estimator and a minimum average cost). By applying the Lee filter for additive noise
on this approximation, Lee obtained the following estimator [16]:
R^(x, y)= I¯ + k (I (x, y)− I¯ ) where k =1− cs
2
cI2
(26)
Figure 4 shows the SAR image filtered by Lee filter using a 9x9 neighborhood. The equations
of Lee and Kuan filters are very similar. The difference is in the expression of k , which in the
case of Lee filter is supplementary divided by 1 + cs2. This number tends to 1 in multilook SAR
images, showing that the two filters process similarly these data. It is not the case for single
look images where 1 + cs2 =2 and, consequently, Lee filter is less accurate.
c. Frost filter
Although of the same class as Kuan filter – linear, minimizing the quadratic cost and ignoring
the a priori distribution – the filter of Frost reduces better the speckle by modifying the
hypothesis regarding the radar reflectivity. Differently from Lee and Kuan, Frost considers the
reflectivity a correlated signal and uses for the correlation the exponential model:
Figure 10. Scene reconstructed by Lee filter with 9x9 neighborhoods.
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ρR(d )= e −ad (27)
where ρR is the reflectivity coefficient of correlation, a is a parameter depending on the scene
content and d  is the pixel lag. As a consequence, the filter of Lee takes into account not only
the current pixel I (x, y) but all the pixels in the neighborhood (usually a 3x3 neighborhood).
The filter coefficients in the 1D case are [17]:
w(d )= Kαe −αd with α 2 = K 'cI2 (28)
where K  has the role to remove the estimator bias and K ' is a constant that tunes the filtering
effect. For images, the filter (28) it is applied on rows and columns.
Other filters based on the quadratic cost function are the EAP (Estimator a Posteriori) and the
t-linear filter. The EAP minimizes the average cost in (18) not the simplified condition in (25),
by considering a Gamma distribution for the radar reflectivity. It is more accurate than Kuan,
Lee or Frost filters but it is time consuming.
4.2. Filters based on the uniform cost function
The a posteriori distribution (15), which gives the MAP estimator, includes the a priori
distribution (known for SAR images) and the reflectivity distribution. Each model used for the
reflectivity distribution gives another estimator. The higher the model complexity, the better
is the estimator. In this section, we give the estimators for the following three models of radar
reflectivity pdf: uniform correlated distribution, Gamma uncorrelated distribution, Gamma
correlated distribution.
A uniform correlated distribution for the reflectivity gives the following distribution for the
intensity of the SAR image:
Ploc(I / R)= ( αR )L I α−1Γ(α) exp − αIR (29)
where R is the reflectivity of the current pixel, I is the intensity of any pixel in the 3x3 neigh‐
borhood of R and α is a shape parameter:
α = 1cI2 (30)
In the hypothesis of uncorrelated intensity, the maximization of the a posteriori probability
gives the following expression for MAP estimator:
R^(x, y)= I¯ + k (I (x, y)− I¯ ) with k = 11 + 8α / L (31)
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where L  is the number of looks. Being derived by considering a uniform distribution for the
reflectivity, (31) is in fact a maximum likelihood estimator. The parameter α is estimated in
the 3x3 neighborhood of the current pixel and I¯  in a larger neighborhood.
A better estimator is obtaining by introducing in MAP equation a non-uniform model for the
radar reflectivity distribution. The non-uniform model currently used for the reflectivity is the
Gamma distribution:
P(R)= ( νE R )ν R ν−1Γ(ν) exp(− νRE R ) (32)
where ν is a shape parameter equal to 1 / cR2. Between ν and α it is the following connection:
ν = 1 + 1 / L1 / α −1 / L (33)
The reflectivity estimator in this case is:
R^(x, y)= 12ν (E R (ν − L −1) + E R 2(ν − L −1) + 4νLI (x, y)E R ) (34)
where E R  and ν are estimated in a neighborhood of the current pixel. For the intensity SAR
images, E R = E I .
The maximum likelihood estimator in (31) takes into account the radar reflectivity correlation
but consider a uniform distribution while the estimator in (34) ignores the correlation and
consider a reflectivity with Gamma distribution. A filter that uses both a correlated and a
Gamma distribution model is the following estimator:
R^(x, y)= 12ν (E R (ν − L −1−8α)+
+ E R 2(ν − L −1−8α) + 4ν(LI (x, y) + 8αE I )E R )
(35)
where E R , E I , ν and α are estimated on the image, in a neighborhood of the current pixel.
Like for the other two filters, ν and α are estimated in a 3x3 window and and E[R] and E[I] in
larger neighborhood (the neighborhood size is chosen usually between 7x7 and 11x11 pixels).
The list of the Bayesian filters does not end here. This section has presented only several of
them, which are the most used. Other filters from this class can be found in [18-21]. At a more
attentive analysis, one can see that all these filters have in common the following behavior: in
the areas with constant reflectivity, the reflectivity is estimated by the local mean of the
intensity. The filters differ by the solution proposed in the textured areas and on the edges.
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5. Bayesian filters for multi-temporal SAR images
The multichannel SAR images are 3D volumes of data constituted by assembling several SAR
images representing the same scene. The images are registered i.e., the corresponding pixels
in different channels (images) represent the same resolution cell at the ground. The Bayesian
filters for multichannel images are in principal the same as for single SAR images: MAP,
maximum likelihood and the conditional mean. The differences concern the neighborhood
used by the estimators and the speckle statistics properties, more precisely the inter-channel
correlation.
None of the Bayesian filters reconstructs perfectly a scene. Generally, the filtering result is a
tradeoff between speckle reducing and texture and edges blurring. An essential role in making
this tradeoff has the size of the neighborhood used for estimating the statistical moments
included in filter expression. In a large neighborhood, the estimation is theoretically more
accurate but many fine details can be lost. The main advantage of multichannel filters is in the
neighborhood used for estimating the statistical moments. The existence of a third dimension
allows the neighborhood extension by preserving a reasonable size in the image plane. For a
given precision of the estimation, scene details are better preserved when 3D neighborhoods
are used.
In the image plane, the speckle is a correlated signal. In estimation, the samples correlation is
a withdraw because, at a given statistical population size, the estimation precision is worse
than if the samples were independent. In multi-temporal sets, due to the significant time leg
between acquisitions, the speckle components in different channels are not correlated.
Therefore, the neighborhood extension on the 3rd dimension improves a lot the result of
Bayesian filters.
This section presents three Bayesian filters for multi-temporal sets: the linear filter [22,23] (the
equivalent of Lee filter), the Time-Space filter [24-26] and the Multi-temporal Non-Local Mean
[30]. Other filters from the same class can be find in [28, 29].
5.1. The linear filter for multi-temporal SAR images
In Section 3.2, it was shown that when the a posteriori distribution of the reflectivity is not
known, a linear estimator (21) can be obtained by minimizing the average quadratic error
(22). It is the solution that gives the filters of Kuan, Lee or Frost. In the case of multichan‐
nel SAR images, the linear estimator is a weighted sum of the corresponding pixels in all
the channels [22]:
R^ i(x, y)=∑j=1
N αj(i)I j(x, y)
E I i
E I j i =1, …, N (36)
where N  is the number of channels and αj(i) is a set of coefficients that are determined from
the following conditions:
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min(E (R^ i −Ri)2 ) (37)
∑
j=1
N αj(i) =1 ∀ i =1, ⋯ , N (38)
The equations (37) are the condition for minimum cost and (38) the condition for unbiased
estimators.
By using the linear estimator (36), Bruniquel derived a multi-temporal version of Lee filter (26).
Additionally, he improved the filter hypotheses, by considering that the scene has also textures
and not only homogenous zones like in the case of Lee’s filter. For channels with identical
textures, the conditions (37, 38) become [22]:{∑j=1N αj(n) =1∑
j=1
N αj(n)(ρi , jcicj −ρ j ,ncjcn)=0 i =1, …, N i ≠n
(39)
Where ρi , j is the coefficient of correlation between the channels i and j and ci is the coefficient
of variation in the channel i.
In multi-temporal sets, with high probability, the textures change from a channel to another
because of the delay between the acquisitions (months, seasons or years). For this reason, in a
second essay, Bruniquel introduced the hypothesis of different textures and obtained the
following equations for the two conditions [23]:{∑j=1N αj(n) =1∑
j=1
N αj(n)(ρi , jcicj −ρn, jcncj)=ρn,i(n)cnci −cn2 {i =1, …, Ni ≠n (40)
In this case, the inter-channel correlation is not anymore the speckle correlation i.e., zero but
the correlation between textures.
This filter uses the most realistic hypotheses for multi-temporal images and consequently it
arrives to reconstruct rather well the scenes. The filter withdraw is the high complexity: for
each pixel in the scene, one has to solve the system (40).
5.2. The time-space filter
A Bayesian filter for multi-temporal SAR images, both efficient and of low complexity but
which passed almost unobserved, is the Time-Space filter. This filter takes advantage of the
fact that, across the channels, the reflectivity is correlated while the speckle is independent,
which means that they have different frequency bands. In order to separate in frequency these
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two signals, the authors consider the logarithm of the images and then apply a 1D Discrete
Cosine Transform (DCT) only on the 3rd dimension of the set. Due to the above mentioned
properties, the reflectivity energy accumulates in zero frequency coefficients while that of
speckle remains uniformly distributed over all frequencies. By filtering only the non-zero
frequency coefficients, it is possible to obtain a good quality for the reconstructed scene. The
non-zero frequency planes are filtered by using the filter of Lee for additive noise and the
reconstructed channels are obtained by inverse DCT and exponential calculation.
The scene reconstruction is done in 6 steps [24, 26]:
1. Let be I0, …, I N −1 the N  channels of the multi-temporal set. The first step consists in
calculating the logarithm of the images:
In ⇒ Gn = ln(In)= ln(R) + ln(s) ∀n∈ 0, …, N −1 (41)
For the pixels with value 0, a normalization is necessary: one can either consider that the
logarithm is zero (the error is insignificant for an image on 16 bits) or add 1 to all the pixels
before applying the logarithm.
2. A DCT is applied across the multi-temporal set. More precisely, the vector Gxy(n)
constituted by the pixels with the same position (x, y) in the channels is transformed:
Gxy(n)=
lnI0(x, y)
⋯
lnI N −1(x, y)
⇒ T xy(k )= DCT {Gxy(n)}=
T0(x, y)
⋯
T N −1(x, y)
(42)
The result is a multispectral set with the same size as the multi-temporal set. The images are
now constituted by DCT coefficients of the same frequency.
3. After DCT, the radar reflectivity, which is a correlated signal, is concentrated in T (0). For
this reason, T (0) is conserved and only the rest of the frequency planes are filtered by
using Lee’s filter for additive noise:
T^ xy = E T xy + (T xy −E T xy ) σT
2 −σzgomot2
σT2
(43)
where the mean E T xy  and the variance σT2 are estimated in a neighborhood of (x, y). The
variance σzgomot2  is a parameter that depends on speckle statistics. It was shown that it can be
approximated by the speckle coefficient of variation.
4. Inverse DCT of the filtered set:
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T^ xy(k )=
T0(x, y)
T^ 1(x, y)
⋯
T^ N −1(x, y)
⇒ G^ xy(n)= DCT −1{T^ xy(k )}=
G^0(x, y)
G^1(x, y)
⋯
G^ N −1(x, y)
(44)
5. The genuine dynamic range of the set is obtained by calculating the exponential:
G^n ⇒ I^ n =exp(G^n) ∀n∈ 0, …, N −1 (45)
6. I^ n is a biased estimator because of the logarithm in the first stage. In [25], it was shown
that bias is a multiplicative constant that depends on SAR image type and on the number
of channels:
bias = (∫
0
∞
s
1
N P(s)ds)N (46)
where P(s) is the speckle pdf. The bias is corrected by:
Figure 11. Scene reconstructed by Time-Space Filtering of 6 multi-temporal SAR images.
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I^ n ⇒ I^ ncorect =
I^ n
bias ∀n∈ 0, …, N −1 (47)
Figure 11 shows the scene in Figure 1 reconstructed by applying the Time-Space filter on a set
of 6 multi-temporal SAR images. The filter of Lee uses a neighborhood of 11x11 pixels for
moments estimation. A smaller neighborhood (9x9 pixels) is used for single SAR image
filtering in Figures 3 and 4. Obviously, the image in Figures 6 has the details much better
preserved then in the case of single channel filtering, where an effect of watercolor dominates.
Even the finest details in the field at the right side of the image are preserved.
5.3. Two steps multi-temporal Non-Local Means
The Non-Local Means (NLM) is a denoising technique, which estimates each pixel by a
weighted average of the similar pixels. NLM is a weighted maximum likelihood estimator.
The NLM weights are defined according to the distance between the similar pixels neighbor‐
hoods.
The NLM derived for SAR images in [27] uses weights refined iteratively:
R^(i)= ∑
j∈W
w(i, j)I ( j) (48)
where I ( j) are the image pixels (indexed), w(i, j) the weights and W  is the search neighbor‐
hood. The weights are given by:
w(i, j)= 1Z exp −
1
h 0 S (i, j)−
L
h 1 R
m−1(i, j) (49)
with
S (i, j)=∑ log I (i, k ) + I ( j, k )I (i, k )1/2I ( j, k )1/2 (50)
R m−1(i, j)= ∑
k∈K
R^m−1(i, k )− R^m−1( j, k ) 2
R^m−1(i, k )R^m−1( j, k ) (51)
where Z  is a normalization parameter, h 0 and h 1 control the decay of the weights, K  is a patch
with pixel i (or j) as center and I (i, k ) is the k -th neighbor of I (i) in K .
The multi-temporal version of the iterated NLM for SAR images is a two steps algorithm [30]:
Step 1. Each channel is filtered by iterative NLM. Let be R^1, ..., R^ N  the filtered channels. An
improved image of a certain channel In is obtained by combining stable pixels in time while
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keeping unchanged the pixels not in accordance with the other dates. This is done by deriving
a binary mask for each couple (R^n, R^m) :
Pi(n, m)= {1 if R^n(i)− R^m(i) 2R^n(i)R^m(i)
0 otherwise
>T (52)
where T  is a threshold. The improved channel is the weighted average:
Inimproved = In +∑m P(n, m)R^m (53)
Step 2. The improved channel is filtered by the iterated NLM. Denoising on the temporally
weighted average image Inimproved  is comparable to (48). However, the pixels may have different
(equivalent) number of looks depending on the number of averaged data. In this case the
similarity S (i, j) between pixels has to be modified to take into account varying number of
looks.
6. Conclusions
The Bayesian filters for SAR images are based on speckle statistics and, when possible, on scene
distribution. The experiments have shown that none of the Bayesian filters arrives to recon‐
struct perfectly a scene. Generally, the result is a tradeoff between the speckle reduction and
texture and edges fading out. A crucial factor is the quantity of a priori information included
in the statistical models used by the Bayesian filters. A more complex model gives better
chances in scene reconstruction but increases the computation time.
The single channel filters – Kuan, Lee and Frost – presented in Section 4.1 are all linear estimates
optimizing the quadratic cost function. In the homogenous areas, they estimate the radar
reflectivity in the same manner i.e., by calculating the mean of the pixels in the filtering
window. The challenge is however represented by the edges and textures, where each filter
gives another result. The best of them is Frost filter that includes in the statistical model the
reflectivity correlation. The worst is Lee filter, which transforms the speckle into an additive
noise by truncating a Taylor series.
The multi-temporal counterparts of the Bayesian filters improve the results but do not solve
entirely the scene reconstruction problem. The reflectivity estimation is better due to the
highest number of samples and mainly due to inter-channel speckle independence. Meantime,
other specific problems arise, like the mixing of the features from different channels (in multi-
temporal sets, the textures generally change from a channel to another because of the delays
between acquisitions).
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The filters for multi-temporal sets are using the same approaches as for single channel
reconstruction. Additionally, they include in the statistical models the inter-channel charac‐
teristics i.e., speckle independency and variation of the radar reflectivity. This supplementary
information contributes to the quality of the reconstruction result.
The filter for multi-temporal sets in Section 5.1 is a linear filter optimizing the quadratic cost
function, like Kuan, Lee or Frost filters. Differently from these filters, the multi-temporal
estimate is a linear combination of the corresponding pixels in all the channels. By introducing
the hypothesis of variable textures, this filter arrives to reconstruct not only the homogenous
zones but also the textured ones. The withdraw is however its high complexity.
The Time-Space filter is basically the filter of Lee applied in the space of DCT. TheTime-Space
filter cleverness is the transformation solely on the temporal coordinate. As a consequence, the
speckle, which is white, is uniformly spread in all the frequency planes while the radar
reflectivity is concentrated in a single plane. By filtering all the planes excepting the one
concentrating the reflectivity and by restoring the temporal channels by inverse DCT, the scene
appears well reconstructed also in its fine details. For six 3-looks amplitude images, the Time-
Space filter reconstructs the temporal channels with approximately 16 equivalent number of
looks.
The multi-temporal NLM is a promising but not yet mature method. The NLM estimator,
which gives good results in single image filtering, has definitely a higher potential in the
context of multi-temporal sets. Some preliminary results on 6 six TerraSAR images show a
good reconstruction of the fine details.
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